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About This Game

Never Split the Party is an ultra social rogue-like! You're one of four adventurers entering an epic dungeon to take down
the evil vampire known only as The Countess, who killed your parents and is now constantly bombarding you with insults.

Explore a procedurally generated dungeon, amass powerful upgrades, and cooperate with your fellow adventures to conquer
and crush the vile dungeon bosses!

Never Split the Party has over 120 upgrades, 21 magical potions, 28 unique enemies, and over 425 room designs spread among
5 procedurally generated dungeon levels for maximum replayability!

Roles

Each player has both a role and a character class.

The four unique roles in the game each provide vital info to the party.
 - The Cartographer tracks the dungeon maps.
 - The Treasurer tracks each players inventory.

 - The Vitalist tracks each players health.
 - The Loremaster tracks all knowledge of the upgrades.

If you were to be split from the party, say through an Skeleton Wizard's teleportation or a Punter that knocks you into the
next room, then everyone else would lose access to your roles vital info until you're reunited.
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Classes

You'll also get to choose your character class. The Fighter and Cleric classes are available for everyone (so that you can
always play with your friends).

Access to the other classes as well as Challenge Modes (including PvP) and Bonus Armor and Helmet Cosmetics are
available with the Fellowship Unlock.
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New Build Posted! 1.0.6852:
-= Full Release Notes =-
Fixed players getting locked in rooms when fighting the Countess.
Removed surf music.
Bombs are placed on ground by default now.
Cleaned up initial player experience menus.
Fixed mouse click not working when a touch screen is present.
Remove slime from lobby room.
Polished menus.
Removed many superfluous system messages from chat spam.
Removed more spam messages.
Overhauled create/edit character menu.
Fixed keyboard not working on create game menu.
Ring of Vengance won't stop dropping bomb when rez another player.
Fixed bad room design on level 4
More crash fixes.
Updated localizations.
Freeze rotation on upgrades.
Fixed several crashes.
More crash fixes.
More crash fixes.
Fixed crash on exit of controls menu.
Worked on saving custom key binds.. New Build Posted! 1.0.6880:
Dedicated server now works, but they won't appear in server browser.
Fixed ` console key not working when a button was highlighted when not playing.
Fixed crash in room visual system.
Added direct connect menu to connect by IP & Port.
Added support for +connect command line to handle connecting to steam servers.
Adjusted load game menu sizes for certain screen ratios.
Set Dead Head damage to 1
Fixed bug where dead head familiar could be followed by other familiars and they followed him fight enemies
Fixed Dead Head Familiar
Fixed the mob script to allow different mob visuals to be used
Fixed hawk moth delay issue
Encapsulated steam server handling.
Steam server disconnects correctly.
Dedicated server only uses direct connection. No nat punchthru or relay for reliable gameplay.
Fixed 3 dedicated server bugs.
Added -port command line argument for dedicated server.
Successfully listed a server for the first time with steam.
Fixed /connect default values.
Moved game over detection out of player class.
Fixed game over on dedicated server.
Fixed nulls on dedicated server console.
/connect now takes arguments for ip address and port.
Removed (clone) from Timed Spikes and lobby NPCs.
Changed text input visual on edit character screen.. New Build Posted! 1.0.6832.24:
Fixed player dead but standing up bug.
Fixed a save game related crash.
Fixed teleport potion in lobby bug.
Fixed steamworks crash.
Fixed the resolution dropdowns disappearing bug.
. Paladin and Lancer have arrived!:
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Two new classes! Paladin and Lancer

Paladin features new room based buffs. Just being in the same room as a Paladin inspires players with his amazing aura.

Lancer is inspired by old school Ghosts n' Goblins. He's got a heavy lance that is very strong but his firing rate is slow so you've
got to be careful with the aim.

-= Full Release Notes =-
Enabled new classes.
Fixed talking to Seigen crashing the client.
Fixed Paladin stats
Adjusted class health.
Updated localizations.
Players take double damage in hard mode.
New missing item icon hooked up.
Added Paladin AOE Items, Rallying Cry, Charge, Comforting Presence, and Leadership Promotion.
Added the Lancer weapon.
Fixed the hit sound volume.
Added Paladin Achievement Icons.
Worked on challenges.
Spawn Lord Seigen for challenge select.

. The Value Update - PvP Mode! Bonus Armor! Lower Price!:

The Value Update. New Build Posted! 1.0.6921:
With this update the dedicated servers will start being used by default.

Overhauled server choosing algorithm to use this order.

 1: Lowest Ping Dedicated w/ players & ping < 150
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 2: Hosted w/ players in Region

 3: Lowest Ping Dedicated w/ ping < 150

 4: Host New Local Server

Fixed Water witch bullet has null name.
Fixed kick & profile buttons.
Fixed incorrect class assignments.
Don't allow coming soon challenges to be used.
Broadcast class choices.
Disable splash screen.
Updated translation strings from translators.
Lord Seigen can now be used to select hard mode.
Reverted corrupted scene.
Nerfed Vampiric Ring
Fixed null ref in Apply Pickup for mana gem.
Added item type blaming wrapper when a specific item throws an exception.
Fixed null refs in Paladin upgrades.
Renamed limbo to lobby.
Started integrating hard mode into Challenges.
Automated windows servers.
Restart windows servers due to float point precision issues on timer.
Fixed null ref in player visual.
Updated item flavor texts to not break translations.
Fixed null ref in player stun code.
Increased boss healths.
Changed pivot in unity for new golden helmet
Replaced old golden helmet
V2 of golden helmet
Fixed cloud sync.
Fixed lobby invites with dedicated servers.
Better cleanup when start server fails.
Fixed player connect messages.
Revert smoothSync to fix movement start jankiness.
Moved gold helmet to correct place.
Moved Networking classes to Networking folder.
Started working on ServerFinder.
Disable Helmet in release build.
Gold Helmet working for testing.
Added new version of unknown item icon.. EARLY ACCESS LAUNCH!:
THE DLC IS NOW AVAILABLE TO BUY! Come check out the new classes! A very special Thank You everyone that joined
the discord over at https://discord.gg/bFNVWNV and tested and gave feedback on the pre-Early Access builds.    
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-= Full Release Notes Since Last Announcement =-

1.0.6830

Updated translations.
Restrict modded clients to modded servers.
Fixed a steamworks crash.
Fixed hidden doors getting revealed when next to shops.
Double checked room design de-duplication.
Added random spawns to lobby room to keep them from being so boring and to help train new players.
Add timeout to water witch orbs.
Adjusted Water Witch hit box.
Water witch aims at players.
Changed start room.
Optimized audio for memory usage.
Added steam profile button to pause menu.
Fixed several minor error cases.

1.0.6826

Added new texts to translation spreadsheet.
Added cancelable connecting menu.
Fixed null ref when missing item type.
Better handling of class select menu.
Fixed a few null refs in items.
Better hiding of all menus at startup.
Fixed duplicate messages to log.
Length limit chat messages, because some clown pasted the entire declaration of independence and crashed everyone on the
server.
Possible fix for black screen bug.
Turn off room transition sound from other players.
Familiars no longer shoot when owner is dead.
Mods now require DLC.
Removed purple name color for devs.
Fixed mad knight Insult.
Mad knight summons skeletons in random room positions.
Fixed 4 different types of crashes.
Crash reporting limit set to 20.
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1.0.6824.37

Fix for 5 player games bug.
Fixed wind beast lighting positioning.
Fixed the chest spawning items in the corner
Fixed explosion sync issues.
Fixed the enemy Teleport into pit bug
Fixed the bug where the item icons were showing while the lore master was out of room
Standardized class strings
Fixed rooms on floors 1, 3, and 5
Potentially fix explodables getting out of sync.
Fixed crash on upgrade on non host.

1.0.6824.30

Added Achievement Images
Remove inventory from pause menu.
Fixed living bombs upgrade on client.
Added 4 additional hair styles.
Added Paladin armor.
Fixed some bomb sync issues.
Made player hit sound and particles bigger.
Don't drop regeneration for cleric.
Added rez sound to hawkmoth.
Renamed item OnDrop to OnRemove.
Rearraigned some achievements.
Added pony hair style!
Weightless Companion Orb shoots fire
Fixed duplicate bosses in a single run
Updated localization text from spreadsheet.
Fixed invisible Countess bug.
Added item reloading to /localize command.

Fixed pierce upgrade item on all player projectiles.
Assigned level unlock items.
Added 6 additional upgrades.
Assigned all class unlocks.
Added item name to class unlock tooltips.
Another attempt at black screen bug.
Fixed room transition stuck bug.
Add confirm dialog to restart game.
Added Summon upgrade.
Group heal upgrade.
More dedicated server work.
Fixed console commands on dedicated server mode.
Started work on dedicated server.
Worked on items.

1.0.6820.23

Adjusted class stats
Added confirm to kick Player.
Different fix for black screen bug.
Increased base bullet speed.
Made pause menu have whole numbers.
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Added linear drag to player movement.
Increased base move speed of players.
Normalized diagonal player movement.

Return of DX9 support!
Changed blur shader.
Removed outline shader.
Added 5 second delay to defeat check, to avoid false positives.
Added /spawn command.
Default player name to Steam name.
Removed some player name limits.
Possible fix for black screen bug.
Fixed boss defeat message localization.
Fixed null ref crash.
Register mod commands.
Add load sprite method to example mod.

1.0.6817.33

Updated networking library.
Fixed shadow trick and other items not activating due to server getting the mana number out of sync.
Fixed null ref in lobby menu.
Potentially fix the black screen bug where stairs are hit
Improved Mad Knight
OnPlayerHit can not ignore unblockable damage.
Fixed debris rocks blocking pathfinding.
Fixed statue z-order.
Add invulnerable to dragon shield.
Fixed collision with players when you have i-frames
Fixed lag in shooting.
Increased base player Projectile size.
Finished cleric projectile sound design
Worked on cleric Projectile.
Polished level transition.
Stopped showing item dialog for class upgrades.
Fixed role icons in role dialog.
Removed /cheat command. (It will be DLC only)
Polished HUD visuals.

1.0.6816.2

Moved flavor text again.
Implemented individual item upgrade pools.
Unlockable items no longer appear in store.
Fixed mod items.
Fixed mod system.
Updated example mod.
Started implementing individual upgrade drop code.
Changed item prices.
Removed 2 items from shop that can accidentally be bought.
Moved flavor text.
Changed flavor text timing.
Fixed bomb items giving coins instead of bombs.
Fixed major null ref error on disconnect.
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Hardened disconnect process.
Fixed Countess stuck in room bug.
Ensure disconnected before trying to connect to a server or start a new one.
Added Level.Modded flag for modders.
Improved error reporting.
Limit warnings showing to players.
Attempt to improve disconnect process.
Updated localizations.
Removed duplicate sounds on spikes so they don't hurt your ears when they all go down at once.
Removed pillars from level 4 boss.
Updated input system
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